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“Do you like playing party games? 
These children had to read a message, then choose 
who to pass the box to. 
What do you think was written on each message? 

What do you think was in the box?”

•  Focus on contractions:  There's  It's  You're

•   Develop visual discrimination:  everybody/everyone  you/your

•   Locate suffix –est:  loudest  biggest  funniest

•   Discuss ordinal numbers:  first  second  third

•   Notice silent initial letter:  who  

•   Study compound words:  inside  birthday  everyone  

•   Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc (back cover).

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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At  Dan's  birthday  party  the  children  
played  a  game  called  Pass  It  On.  
First,  Dan's  father  showed  the   
children  a  big  blue  box.
It  had  six  messages  on  pieces  
of  paper.
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He  gave  the  box  to  Grace. 
"There's  a  message  on  the  first 
piece  of  paper,"  he  said.  "Read  it."
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Grace  read  the  first  message.  
"This  is  for  the  one  who  can  
whistle  the  loudest.
Show  me  who  can  whistle,"  she  said.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
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